
















5. CREIN.  Jean-Pierre Guibert  pointed out that the parts in
this system (see p1586 of this Issue) resemble closely those in
CONSTRUCTOR AUKRI (44/1347), the only obvious difference
being the  Handlebar  used in  the Irish  Mail  etc:  one of  the
Short Wood Pieces in AUKRI but formed with a circular section
in CREIN. Thus it is very likely that the dimensions of the parts
are similar or even identical.

CREIN:  S2            [52/1581].

6. Danish TEKNO, a Correction. On page 1601 of this Issue
the splendid  Combine  model,  attributed  to  Victor  Andersen,
was actually built by Gunner Kannegaard from Brønderslev in
the northern part of Jutland. Apologies to both and thanks to
Hans Christensen for pointing out the mistake.

TEKNO [1]:  S5            [52/1581]

Snippet. Gilbert's KLAX Clock Sets  [Who vetoed KLAX
KLOX I wonder.] Prior to the Ebay set to be described the only
reference to KLAX to hand was in 6/136 where a No.2 set for a
Pendulum  Clock  was  said  to  date  from  1925  and  that
ERECTOR Gears, Rods, & Chain were used.

The photos of the Ebay set don't show a set number but the
manual (Fig.2) does refer to 'Clock Sets'. The small lettering on
the lid (Fig.1) reads: A Highly Interesting And Amusing Toy |
That Teaches The Boy | The Mysteries of  Clockworks |
With A Manual | "THE STORY OF CLOCKS".

The parts in the box (Fig.3) look as if the set might be com-
plete, with the small parts in the packet just poking out from
behind the Clock Face (the only word that
can be seen on it is Collar). But I'm not
sure  how  the  framework  would  be
assembled and attached to the Face.

The 2 Gears top right are identical and
one of them, & all the others, are shown
as  a-g  in  Fig.4  (they  are  from  various
Ebay photos  but  are all  about to scale).
b1,c,f  have 8,12,36 teeth and are prob-
ably standard pre-1925 ERECTOR Gears. g
is  a  double  12/36t  Gear.  The  fine-tooth
Gears  are  probably  'specials':  a,d,  have
32,75  teeth,  and b2 probably  15 or  16.
But I'm not sure that they all have
the  same  tooth  pitch.  And  given
non-standard Gears one might ex-
pect a pair to have a 4:1 ratio to
be  used  in  the  train
between  the  minute
&  hour  hands.  e  is
another  double  gear
combining a & f.

New from VEX  New  parts,
designs,  etc  have  been  added
since  the  notes  in  41/1243,
though  they  are  hard  to  pin
down  on  Vex's  confusing  web-
site,  and many are probably  of
little  interest  to  OSN  readers.
However  one  advance  is  that
some  products  can  now  be
shipped from the  UK,  Europe,  &
Canada, thus avoiding, one hopes,
the previous high shipping charges.

Recently a number of kits to make
relatively  simple  models  have  been
offered on  UK Ebay,  all  labelled  VEX
ROBOTICS  &  STEM  STARTERS.  STEM
stands  for  Science,  Technology,  Engin-
eering, Mathematics. An attempt perhaps
to widen VEX's appeal & attract the
young.  The  Ebay  offerings  were  a
Catapult with 100+ parts & a 10' throw, a
Crossbow with 150+ parts & foam Darts, a
Snapshot  with  a 10'  range,  a 100+ part
Gear Racer with a pull-back Motor, a 270+
part Fork Lift ball machine with 8 Balls, and the Hook Shot ball

machine left with 170+ parts
& again 8 Balls. From the start
the  Balls  shoot  up,  over  the
blue arch,  then pass through
it & down to guide rails to roll
along the ramp & drop down
to the start. Each box shows 2
other  models  which  can  be

made  with  the  parts,  often  a
little  more realistic  looking than

the featured model. Those for the
Hook  Shot  are  a  Helicopter  &  a

fairground Pirate Ship. Where appr-
opriate  models  are  hand  operated,

but some can be motorized with an
add-on Motor Kit. Other models men-

tioned  are  a  Strandbeast,  Spider,  &
Scarab. The range offered in the different
countries can be seen at hexbugvex.com
and  the  'stars'  are  the  Strandbeast  &  a
Robotic  Arm,  a  sort  of  grabbing  crane.

Prices go from £15 to £90 (for a Motorized Robotic Arm).
   Most, perhaps all the parts in these models are plastic.
They are held together by plastic split-ended Snap Pieces, 3

of which are among some of the Hook Shot parts in Fig.2.
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More  on  the  Danish  TEKNO  David  Hobson  kindly
alerted  me  to  www.loghoj.dk/Tekno-ingenioer.htm,  Danish
web pages about TEKNO, from Hans Christensen. This piece
updates the notes in 26/764 and is what I found from the
many photos on the site, the remarks with them, and a few
items of information that have appeared since OSN 26. But
given my lack of Danish, and even allowing for Google's best
efforts, there may be errors. As always corrections welcome.
My thanks to Hans for his kind permission to use the
photos here, all from his site. The Combine right,
built  by Victor  Andersen,  is  one of  the many
enthusiasts' models shown there. 

HISTORY Andreas Siegumfeldt had a
plumbing business but changed tack in
1928 and started a toy company, Dansk
Legeøjs Industri, in the basement of his
home  in  Vanløse,  near  Copenhagen.
Later his son Egon William & daughter
Estler  Margrethe helped in running the
company. The various toy lines produced
included tinplate and, after 1945, diecast
toy  cars.  On  Andreas's  death  in  1967,
Estler ran the company, but in 1970 she
decided that the factory on Rentemestervej
in Copenhagen needed modernising, but that
it wasn't financially viable to do so. She sold it to
Algrema, a Jutland company, who in 1971 set up a
factory  on  Hedevej  in  Hjørring  (in  the far  north  of
Denmark).  But  there  were quality  issues  and the firm
(Algrema-Tekno)  went  into  liquidation  in  1972.  For a  time
afterwards some sets were sold under the name TEKNIK by
AP Teknik. Another website says that some of the tooling was
sold  to  a  Dutch  firm,  Vanmin  BV,  who  as  Tekno  Toys
continued making the diecast toy cars in Holland.

The TEKNO brand constructional sets were introduced in
1932.  Initially  the  range  of  parts  was  similar  to  TRIX
(patented in 1930) but later additional parts added greatly to
the the scope of the system. Nothing is said on the nature of
the connection, if any, between the two companies. Notes on
the constructional sets, parts etc, & related products follow.
Numbers in curly brackets show pages in OSN 26 which have
a relevant illustration. If the page number is blue the image is
shown in colour on the OSN website.

The MAIN CONSTRUCTIONAL SETS Nos.40-45. 
The 1930s  By 1933 an ad shows 7 sets with the 'Bridge'

label {766} (the boy's face on it varied from time to time).
The photos are blurry  but it's probable that  the sets were
Nos.40-43,  &  linking  sets  40a-42a.  The  ad  also  says  that
small models can be powered by the Fysiker motor (of which
more later).  No set inventories  are  known  until  the  'Titan'
manual {766} but it's likely that they were as given there. An
exception  was  that  for  an  initial,  short  period  in  1933  the
No.43 had simply twice the parts of a No.42.

By 1935 No.44 was available. There was never a 43a: the
parts needed were 4x 35mm Road Wheels (a Tyre on a pair of
Pulley Discs),  and a No.50 (TRIX-style) Motor.  By 1938 the
No.45 with linking sets 44a, 44b, & 44c had been added. The
'c' set was equal to the 'a' + 'b', and 44 + 44c + a Switch #67
gave a No.45.

An early box is red with a plain cardboard base; later
ones  were  black.  All  had  the  Bridge  label  {766}  and
strung parts. Early manuals, such as the one right, were
portrait  format  with  B&W  covers  each  showing  one
model. Later, and thereafter, they were landscape, with
the 'Roller Coaster' cover (far right), always in B&W. The
model was inspired by a Copenhagen fairground ride.
The manual for the '2x 42' No.43 was an earlier Roller
Coaster edition with an extra 8 pages for new models.

Ebay photos show a set, said to be from 1939, with
the 'Threshing scene' manual {766}.

71 parts were listed in
1938  including  the
No.50 Motor and
Switch  #67.
At  this

point
the  system

was  virtually  com-
plete,  apart  from  the  Bevel

Gears. The different parts needed for
Sets 40-43 were those in the UK TRIX Units

A, B, C, G, plus the Collar & 33h Strip.
The 1940s & 1950s  It is thought that some sets were

made during  WW2 and one  such  is  in  the  1930s style  but
without a manual. An Ebay set said to be 1940s has the Bridge
label & the Threshing manual. It has blue Flanged Plates, a
colour used briefly soon after WW2.

Boxes in  the 1950s were again black  with  the Threshing

manual but with a new label (the 'Gantry Crane' above). Parts
were strung. One set, a No.41, has a portrait manual with a
B&W cover showing the Illustrated Parts.  If  correct perhaps
this  was from a time of  shortages.  At some point after the
early  1950s  the sets'  name was change from Tekno  Metal-
Byggekasse [-Building Set] to Tekno Ingeniørsæt. Spring Cord
was added
in 1954.
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The 1960s  Boxes had a simulated wood finish and there
were two types of label, the 'Red/Yellow' {766}, and the 'Titan
Crane', identical to the 'Titan Crane' manual cover {766}. At a
guess the Red/Yellow came first but it's just possible that it
was used for the small sets, and the Titan for the larger ones.
In both types the parts were in a yellow formed plastic tray (it
is  white  in  one Ebay set)  and their  manuals  had the Titan
cover {766}. Some of these covers were B&W, probably for
the  smaller  sets.  By  this  time  there  were  75  parts  in  the
system, again including #50 & 67. The significant new parts
were the 3 Bevel Gears introduced in 1961. 

The  1970s Algrema  Sets  42-44  were  advertised,  and
TEKNIK Sets 42 & 43. The 'Algrema' lid, with its transparent

panel, is shown above, and the 'Teknik' lid below. All the sets
had the parts in a white plastic tray. The Alrgrema sets had
the Titan manual, with the B&W cover for Set 42. The TEKNIK

sets also had the Titan manual but with 'TEKNIK' at the top of
the pages and all mention of TEKNO removed. As explained in
OSN 26 the content of the Algrema Sets 42 & 43 was as in the
Titan  manual  but  the  No.44  was  nearly  as  large  as  the
previous No.45. The TEKNIK sets had the same content but
the thread/Axle size was 1/8".

The PARTS  The discs of the early 3 largest Pulleys {764}
were  riveted  together  with  the
boss soldered on. Initially the 11
& 22t Pinions were (nickelled?)
steel.  Sometime  in  the  1930s
the  5*5h  Plate  {765}  had  a
regular  pattern  of  5x 5h  rows,
and no doubt was the centre of
the  13*7h  Flanged  Plate  with
Cutout {765}. The 10 & 16mm
Washers  were  initially  painted
red.  Some  Tyres  were  not

marked TEKNO, and some had a '+' rather than rectangular
block tread. A tin version of the 35mm Road Wheel was used
when rubber was unavailable during/after WW2.

The MOTORS:  No.50 {766} was the first and was clearly
very like the TRIX  product.  It  ran on 4-8v. Various  colours
were produced. The last examples had no pinion on the output
shaft and had knurled nuts on the terminals
(under the base).  No.66 'Old No.66' (right
& Fig.13)  appeared in  the late 1930s and
ceased  with  WW2.  It  had  a  permanent
magnet and again ran on 4-8v. No.66 'New
No.66' {765} was introduced after WW2
and was a little more powerful than the first  version.
It has 4.5-8v. & .2-.4 amp on its box. No.65 {765} came later.
It was made in Japan. 3-12v, .6 amp. Lange Motor (No.701
in OSN 26 {765}, from the '8 60' manual). Made by an outside
company, Langes Legetøj, for TEKNO. Very powerful & robust,
4-6v (6-8v in OSN 26) but could tolerate up to 20v briefly.

Plastic  Motors  No.64  &  No.65,  below,  3-12v,
introduced around 1954. Type A & B. 6 of each, A3-

A150  &  B15-B65  (Figs.8a,b  are  typical,  but
only the 3 largest B's had a driving pulley or
sprocket).  High  quality  made  by  Mabuchi.

They were introduced in the early 1960s, at about the
same time as the Bevel Gears. 

The BRIDGE SETS  There were 2 sets, introduced in the mid-
1930s. Both had parts for one bridge model. The Special 60,
Lillebælysbroen. Below, the set & its 2m long model. In the
box the Ramps are cardboard, the grey wooden blocks under
them could be the Intermediate Piers, & the Roadway the grey
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sheeting under the Instructions. The Special 61 Klapbroen.
The Set & Lifting Bridge model are shown below. The Counter-
weight Casing can be seen in the box but not the Roadway etc.

The
model

on  the  RH
page  of  the

Manual is a Sundial
which can it  seems be

made from the Set.
No.60 was listed in a 1935

Price List but not the No.61.  The
latter was probably launched in 1936.

The POWER STATION SETS, Kraftstation Nos.90 & 91.
The 90 was a constructional set which was intended to make
to make the unit shown on the lid label {765} and Fig.18; the
91 was said unit ready assembled. Both were I suppose meant
to provide all that was needed to bring models to life. The Sets
were introduced in the late 1930s and continued until the late
1950s.  The  parts  in  a  No.90  are shown below. It

has the Old 66 Motor & a yellow Base (9*20cm); after a few
years the Base was changed to green, and at the same time
the Motor was changed to the New 66 (Fig.18). Both versions
had a blue lid with the same B&W label {765}.

The ELEKTRO SET No.70 appeared around 1952 or '53 and
was produced in cooperation with the German TRIX company.
The  box  lid  is  shown  below,  and  there  was  2  types  of
packaging:  one
(Fig.16)  has  2x
Box A, & one each of B
&  C,  in  the  other  the
main  parts  are  in  full
view  on  one  backing
card the size of the box.
163  parts  in  all.  The
parts  in  Boxes  A,  B,  C
are as in the UK Units E,
A,  B.  Most  of  the  non-
electrical  parts  were
standard  TEKNO  but
nickelled;  the  electrical

parts  look just like their TRIX equivalents.  Of the 9 manual
models shown all were in my 1949 UK Electrical Manual.

DEN LILLE FYSIKER [The  Young  Physicist]   This  was  an
early product before TEKNO and Fig.17 shows a set with the
featured Motor model  in the box. When TEKNO appeared it
was suggested that it could be used to drive small models, and
it  was powerful  enough to drive a workshop fitted with the
miniature  Machine  Tools  described  below.  Later  this  set
became Set 1, and Sets 1a & 2 were added. A 1938 catalogue
shows them with a different lid, without the Motor on it. The
manual showed a range of electro(-magnetic) items including
the Motor, a Bell, & a paper tape Morse Telegraph.

DEN  LILLE  FABRIK,  then  TEKNO  MASKINMODELLER.
[The  Miniature  Factory;  Tekno  Machinery  Models]   For  the
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former  a  1938  cata-
logue lists Sets 5 & 6.
The  No.5  contains  a
No.50 Motor, a Base,

a Pulley Unit with shafting standards, a Saw Bench,
a Grinding/Polishing Machine, & a Fan. Set 6 was

probably  the No.5  without  the  Motor.  In  1954 the 'TEKNO'

items listed were 2 wall-mounted Pulley Units, the 3 machines
as before, plus a later Motor, and 5 machine tools: a Hammer,
Drill,  Lathe, Shaper, & Milling Machine. Above, many of the
items including the Pulley Units, all driven by a Power Station.

FOOTNOTE  The TEKNO Illustrated Parts have been added to
the 'Extra Other Systems Material' link on the OSN website.

Some METAFLEX Parts  These notes give
more details of the parts mentioned in 16/447.
They are based on a good selection  of parts
which  came in  a  plain  wooden  box,  almost
certainly non-original. They were identified as
METAFLEX by their resemblance to those in
OSN 16 & by 3 small part boxes, all
with lids of the same, or similar, de-
sign to the one in the OSN 16 illustration.

The box is 29½*50*9½cm (including a
hinged lid 3¼cm deep),  far deeper than
would be needed for the parts.

Of  the part  box lids  one has  a label
(Fig.1) as in OSN 16 except that it is a
sideways  mirror  image,  and  doesn't
have 'D. O.', the supposed maker, on
it. The other two are identical to the
OSN lid, & have the Fig.1 colouring.
The lids themselves, & their matching
bases,  are  dark  blue-green,  7½cm
square,  for  the  'non-D  O',  dark  &
light  blue  speckled,  6½cm  square,
for  one  'D  O',  &  plain  cardboard,
7½cm square, for the other.

There are also 3 larger bases or trays:
15½*7½cm,  dark  blue-green;  14*7½  plain
cardboard; and 13½*7 plain cardboard.

All the parts mentioned in OSN 16 are present except the
Screwdriver, Hook, 5cm Axle, & 4h Collar. In addition there is
a 21cm Axle, a Set Screw, & an Axle Stop, though the latter
looks out of keeping with the other parts. All  are aluminium
save  the  steel  Axles,  Crank  Handle,  Bolt,  Grub  Screw,  &
Spanner, and the nickelled brass Axle Stop.

Holes are all round, 3.2mm Ø at 10.0mm pitch. The thread
is the old French standard, 3x.6mm. Axles etc are 3.0mm Ø.
All the Wheels are turned from the solid with integral bosses,
the latter 8.7-9.2mm Ø, double-tapped, with bores variously
3.1 to near 3.2mm. All 'strip' ends, & corners are near fully
radiused. 

A  list  of  the  parts  found  with  their  quantities  in  curly
brackets follow,  with  notes on them including differences in
appearance from those in the figure in OSN 16.
Strips 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,11,14,15,21,33h  {11,13,13,19,22,19,26,
18,17,11,8,4}, are 9.8-10.0m wide & vary from .5mm thick for

the 2h to 1.5mm for the 33h. DAS, 1*7,5
,3*1h  {12,6,4}.  D/B,  1,2,3h  high  {2,3,
3}.  A/B {34}.  Double Bent Strip {3}.
Flanged Plates,  7*7,15h,  about  .9mm
thick {4,2}.  Plates, 7*7,15h, 5*11h, 3*
15h,  typically  .6mm  thick  but  some
thinner, with a few down to .3mm. {10,
4,5,10}. The 3*15h has no centre hole;
the 5*11h has only the perimeter holes.
Triangular Plates,  typically  about
.5mm  thick,  3*3h  equilateral  &  3*3h
right-angled, as in the OSN 16 box, not
the 2*3h of the Illustrated Parts in MCS

{12,10}, Pulleys, 50,30,25,14,11,11
(no boss) {2,3,17,1,1,3}. The 30 &
50mm with 6 & 12 face holes, are
the 'Bush Wheels' of OSN 16. Said
holes are at 10 & 20mm radius. The
width of the vee is about 3½mm,
though  up  to  4¼  for  the  30  &
50mm. Flanged Wheel, 25mm Ø
with  the  20mm Ø tread,  2½mm
wide {10}. Collar, double-tapped,

7.6-7.8 Ø, 6.5-6.7mm long {13}. Axles, 30,37,
96,209mm {2,3,8,1}. Dark grey with sheared ends, one
or  two slightly  rounded.  Crank Handle {5}.  Matches

the  Axles,  130mm long o/a  with  typically  a  93mm shaft  &
25mm handle  offset  18mm.  The  handle  not  sleeved.  Bolt,
greyish  finish,  2  types:  cheesehead,  5.0mm  Ø,  8mm  u/h;
tapered  cheesehead,  5.3mm  Ø,  8½mm  u/h  {5,9}.  Nut,
hexagonal, 5.0 A/F, 3.0mm thick {10}. Grub Screw, pointed
end, 5½mm long o/a {8}. Set Screw, cheesehead, 4.0mm Ø,
5mm u/h (Fig.2) {20}.  Spanner, 68mm long o/a, both ends
angled,  one  slightly,  one  very  slightly.  Two  types  of  jaw
bottom: one shaped to fit  a hexagon (Fig.2B),  one concave
(Fig.2A). {2,1}. Axle Stop with internal sprung wires, 12.2mm
Ø, see Fig.2 {8}. Holds well, its centre turning with Axle, but
difficult to push over the non-rounded Axle ends. Cord, some
very fine white cord was wrapped around a Crank Handle.

Given the different styles of small part boxes, the quantities
of  the  parts  (the  5  Crank  Handles  for  instance),  and  their
variations,  particularly  the Spanners,  it's  very likely  that  the
parts found were either from one set plus a good many extra
parts or, perhaps more likely, at least two sets.

Fig.17

Fig.18
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